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Abstract

The present work focuses on the seasonal evaluation of suspended particulate matter (SPM) produced by Badarpur thermal power
station (BTPS) within a radius of 5 km of its source. The study was carried out using both monitoring and modeling; experimental
measurements were obtained from a monitoring network in and around the power station. Numerical simulations were carried out
employing a Gaussian plume point source model. SPM is considered to be the main pollutant emitted by the power station. Two
years (1998-1999) of wind speed, wind direction and cloud cover data recorded by India Meteorological Department (IMD) were
used for concentration computations. These computed values of particulate matter at six receptors, in and around BTPS, were used
to evaluate the seasonal impact of BTPS on air quality. Comparison of numerical results with experimental data show a marked
seasonal trend along the study period which is characterized by SPM levels that were higher in winter and decreased progressively
through the pre-monsoon, post-monsoon and monsoon seasons.
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1. Introduction

Coal is the most abundant conventional source of
energy available worldwide. One of the largest users of
coal in industry are thermal power stations. Coal based

thermal power stations have been the major sources of
power generation in India in the past and will continue
for decades to come. In India, thermal power generation
contributes about 72% of the overall power generation
capacity (which is mainly based on coal firing). The
Indian coal used for power generation is of high ash con-
tent. This results in high emissions of particulate pol-
lutants to the environment.

The major sources of air pollutants in Delhi, the capi-
tal city of India, are vehicles, thermal power stations,
industry and domestic coal burning. An estimated 3000
metric tones of pollutants are emitted to Delhi's atmos-
phere daily. Delhi has three power stations viz. Badar-
pur, Indraprastha and Rajghat. These power stations emit
an estimated 6000 metric tones of fly ash (exclusive of
SO2, SPM, NOX and hydrocarbons) every day (MOEF,
1997). They contribute to 13% of the air pollutants in
Delhi.

As all the power stations have similar pollution con-
trol devices i.e. electrostatic precipitators with similar
efficiency, and use similar raw material, the contribution
of the pollutants emitted from these power stations are
proportionate to the electricity generated. Accordingly,
the contribution of the pollutants from BTPS is 63%.
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The present work focuses on the study of SPM around
BTPS, which is a coal-fired power station of capacity
about 1050 MW. This work has been carried out using
both experimental and numerical methods for a period
of two years (1998-1999) over a domain covering an
area of 5 km radius. Experimental data have been
obtained by monitoring SPM levels at six receptors in
and around BTPS, which is situated along the river
Yamuna. Numerical studies have been carried out in four
different seasons, employing the Indian Institute of
Technology Point Source (IITPS) model, which is a
Gaussian plume point source model, improved by Indian
Institute of Technology for the treatment of low winds.

The main goal of this study is to evaluate seasonal
ground-level concentration of SPM emitted by Badarpur
thermal power station (BTPS).

2. Model description

2.1. IITPS model

The IITPS model is an algorithm, which calculates the
concentration of pollutants emitted from a point source.
This model is capable of treating low/calm winds (M<
1.0 m s :) by using a combination of Gaussian plume
and puff models. The Gaussian dispersion formula, with
reflection, is:

Cp(x,y,z) = Q
(2KUOyO2) 2 \al

X exp (1)

where Cp is the concentration of the pollutant at a point
(x, y, z) (\ig m~3), Q is the emission rate (|J.g s"1), u is
the horizontal wind speed at source level (m s"1), He is
the effective stack height (m) which is given as He =
hs + A/?, where A/z is the plume rise (m) and hs is the
physical stack height (m) and sy and sz , function of x,
are the lateral and vertical dispersion coefficients. The
wind profile law at the stack level has been used to esti-
mate the wind speed (Wark et al., 1998).

Briggs (1969, 1975) plume rise formulae for hot
plumes are used for evaluating the concentrations of
SPM from elevated point sources. These plume rise for-
mulae are summarized below:

For unstable or neutral atmospheric conditions, the
downwind distance of final plume rise is Xf = 3.5X*,
where X* = 14F5/8 for F < 55 m4 s~3 and X* =
34F2/5 for F>55 m4 s~3, where F is buoyancy flux para-
meter (m4 s~3) which is given by: F = (gFs<5pA7)/4rs,
g is gravitational acceleration (m s~2), Vs is stack gas
exit velocity (m s"1), d is stack-top inside diameter (m),
Ts is stack gas temperature (degree Kelvin) and AJ =
T— Ts with T as ambient air temperature (degree Kelvin).

For stable atmospheric conditions, the downwind dis-
tance of final plume rise isX f = 0 .0020715MS~ 1 / 2 , where
u is wind speed (m s"1) at stack top and s = g(d0ldZ)
/T, where (dOldZ) is the vertical gradient of potential
temperature (q).

Briggs (1973) formulas based on downwind distance x
and stability's have been used to estimate the dispersion
parameters sy and sz as given in Table 1.

In India, one of the most frequent meteorological con-
ditions is the low/calm wind (M<1.0 m s^1). It is
important to notice that low/calm wind effects are most
significant in the vicinity of ground releases whereas less
significant for buoyant elevated sources. The pollutants
emitted during the calm wind periods do not travel or
disperse readily, as there is practically no wind. Essen-
tially, the pollutants accumulate at the point of emission
till the whole cloud of pollutants is dispersed by some
wind. Hence, it is important to understand the dispersion
mechanism under these conditions. It is also well known
that Gaussian models grossly over predict concentrations
under low/calm wind conditions.

One of the possible ways of handling low/calm winds
is by the use of a series of puffs. Deardorff s model
(1984), for treating calm winds under convective con-
ditions, has been used. Deardorff's model incorporates
a series of mean circular puffs emanating from a point
source, with each mean spreading puff having a standard
deviation of spread sr represented by Eq. (2) as given
below and travel time t.

2 R = I r I =
(0.6T)2

(1 + 2T) (2)

where sR 0 is the initial spread of the puff at t = 0 and
T = w*t/zh where w* is the convective velocity scale
and zi is the boundary layer height. The model assumes
a Gaussian distribution radially within each mean puff
and, hence, does not treat concentration fluctuations.

Now consider a single puff spreading outwards from

Table 1
Formulas by Briggs (1973). For SY(X) and sz(x) (102 < JC<104 m)

Pasquill type

Open-country
A
B
C
D
E
F

( m )

conditions
0.22X(1+0

0.16X(1+0

0.11X(1+0

0.08X(1+0

0.06X(1+0

0.04X(1+0

Urban conditions
A-B
C
D
E-F

0.32X(1+0

0.22X(1+0

0.16X(1+0

0.11x(1+0

.OOOIJC)-

.OOOIJE)-

.OOOIJC)-

.OOOIJC)-

.OOOIJC)-

.OOOIJC)-

.0004JE)-

.0004JC)-

.0004JC)-

.0004JC)-

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

( m )

0.20X

0.12x
0.08JE(1+0.0002JE)-1 /2

0.06JC(1+0.0015JC)-1/2

O.OS^I+O.OOOSJC)"1

o.oie^i+o.ooosjc)"1

0.24X(1+0.001X)1 / 2

0.20X

0.14JC(1+0.0003JC)-1/2

0.08JC(1+0.00015J<:)-1/2
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a nearly point source in accordance with Eq. (2) and well
mixed in the region 0 < z<z ;. Thus, the mean incremen-
tal concentration dC, a function of time f is given by:

dC =
dM

exp
r2

2a2(t')\ (3)

where dM is the mass of the net contaminant. The mean
concentration C for a continuous succession of puffs can
be obtained by integrating Eq. (3) over time t:

C(t) = I dC =l 0
o £ , . exp -^4FT, \df

02na2(tl)zl *l 2<72(t')\
dt (4)

where dMIdf = Q is the source emission rate, assumed
constant after emissions commence at time t = 0. Using
the mixed layer scaling with w* as the only velocity
scale, the concentration can be written as:

C. =
Cw*2 1

Q 2njoal(T')
1

-exp
R2

2aUT)
(5)

where R2 = (x2 + y2)/zi2 = r2/z2 and T = (w*/zi)f.
Finally, the effect of finite mean wind of speed u along

x is to cause x in Eq. (5) to be replaced by (x—uf). Eq.
(5) then becomes:

x y u

Z^Zi 'w*

T

(6)

x uT'\2 y

z, w* z{
dT'.

The integral in Eq. (6) is solved numerically for a period
of 1 h.

The ground-level concentrations for moderate wind
(u > 1.0 m s"1) and calm wind (M<1 .0 m s"1) are calcu-
lated at different receptor points by using Eqs. (1) and
(6), respectively. It is weighted by the corresponding fre-
quencies of moderate as well as calm winds in the fol-
lowing fashion: (total concentration) C = 2CX

(moderate) x fw + XC2 (calm) x fc where C1 is the
concentration for moderate wind obtained from Eq. (1)
and fw is the wind frequency for moderate winds; C2

is the concentration for low/calm conditions, which is
calculated from Eq. (6), andfc is the low/calm wind fre-
quency.

The other special features of the IITPS model are
given below:

• Vertical wind is assumed to be zero.
• The IITPS model classifies the stability's according

to the Pasquill classification A-F (Zannetti, 1990).
Classes A, B and C correspond to unstable condition,
class D corresponds to neutral condition and E and F

are associated with stable condition. The hourly stab-
ility condition of the atmosphere has been estimated
by using two different approaches (Goyal et al.,
1996). Turner's (1970) approach has been for neutral
and unstable atmospheric condition (A, B, C, D)
whereas the sq (Slade, 1968) method has been used
for stable (E and F) condition.

• The wind speeds less than 0.5 m s"1 has been
assumed to be 0.5 m s 1. Therefore, the range of wind
speed from 0.5 to 1.0 m s"1 has been considered as
calm wind.

• Flat terrain is assumed.
• IITPS model uses the Brigg's (1969,1975)-plume rise

formula for final rise as well as for low/calm wind.
• Brigg's (1973) dispersion coefficients have been used

to determine sy and sz.

The IITPS model has few limitations, which are as
follows:

• Assumes wind direction constant with height.
• No consideration of chemical reactions, building

wake or cavity effects, dry and wet deposition.
• Reflection of the particulate from ground surface is

not considered since ground surface act as sink for
particulate.

2.2. Meteorological data

Meteorological data describing wind speed, wind
direction, cloud cover and surface temperature for a per-
iod of two years i.e. 1998-1999, obtained from India
Meteorological Department (IMD) were used in the
present study. Meteorological data has been monitored
at Safdarjung Airport. Mixing height data for the study
years were obtained from National Physical Laboratory,
Delhi through Radio-sonde technique, which have differ-
ent values in different seasons. The winter season in
Delhi starts in December and ends at the end of Febru-
ary. This period is dominated by cold, dry air and ground
based inversion with low wind conditions (M<1 m s"1),
which occur very frequently and increase the concen-
trations of pollutants (Anfossi et al., 1990). The pre-
monsoon (March, April, May) is governed by high tem-
perature and high winds, while the monsoon (June, July,
August, September) is dominated by rains and post-mon-
soon (October, November) have moderate temperature
and wind conditions. Lowest mixing height has been
observed in winter season and highest mixing height has
been observed in pre-monsoon season followed by post-
monsoon and monsoon seasons.

2.3. Source data

BTPS have five power generating units of about 210
MW each. The first stack is housed in first three units
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Table 2
Details of stack with

Sno.

Stack 1
Stack 2

Stack
height
(m)

150
150

plume characteristics

Stack-top Flue gas exit
inner diameter velocity
(m) (m s-1)

7
7

26.43
18.84

Flue gas exit
temperature
(K)

439
406

N

whereas second stack is in last two units. Details of
stacks with their characteristics are given in Table 2.

Actual emission loads of SPM, monitored at five
operating units of the power station in four different sea-
sons, are given in Table 3.

3. Air pollution monitoring

3.1. Monitoring network description

The monitoring network was designed following the
methodology described in literature (Noel and Mitsu-
tomi, 1983); it also includes some algorithms which con-
sider population density area and location of maximum
concentration as predicted by an air pollution dispersion
model; in this case, BTPSs network design consists of
six monitoring stations, which are placed as follows:
S1BTPS, S2BTPS and S3BTPS (inside the BTPS
perimeter), Sarita Vihar, Okhla and Tajpur (outside the
BTPS). The location of these monitoring stations is
shown in Fig. 1.

3.2. Measurement procedure

SPM was measured gravimetrically. High volume
sampling with Whatman filter paper was used at an aver-
age flow rate of 1.3 m3 min~\ The eight hourly samples
were collected for 24 hours in four different days, in
each representative month of the season. These days
have been chosen randomly once in a week. August,
December, March and June were chosen as representa-
tive of monsoon, winter, pre-monsoon and post monsoon
season, respectively. Analyzers were calibrated to ensure

Table 3
Actual emission load (mg/Nm3) monitored at five units of BTPS during
four different seasons (year: 1998-1999)

Sno. Winter Pre-monsoon Monsoon Post-monsoon

Unite 1
Unite 2
Unite 3
Unite 4
Unite 5

149.50
152.00
142.00
148.00
153.00

128.50
144.00
133.50
158.00
162.50

120.50
130.50
118.00
144.00
144.50

128.00
131.00
144.00
123.00
142.50

1

Ok hi-,

-w

pur

f
1

DTDC

1
T

Sari ta v '
ihar-

( Grid Size : 1 km x 1 km )
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o
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J

f
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/
{

i
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• : Receptor

0 : Stack

Fig. 1. Monitoring network in and around BTPS.

the quality of the data regularly, using the following pro-
cedures: (1) Monitoring equipments e.g. calorimeter,
flow meter, elapsed time meter etc. have been used to
calibrated once in a six month, (2) Sampling train has
been tested regularly for checking the leakage, (3) At
the minimum, one calibration point of all the monitoring
equipments has been checked every fortnight and if
found that the point is deviated more than 7% then the
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whole equipment has to be calibrated, (4) Wet chemical
method has been standardized every month. The verifi-
cation procedure showed a maximum deviation of 10%
of expected value. Therefore, average error is found to
be less than 5%.

4. Results and discussions

The concentrations of SPM, emitted by BTPS, have
been predicted by the IITPS model at six receptors in
and around BTPS in four different months namely
August, December, March and June, which are represen-
tative of the four seasons. The model computations and
experimental simulations have been undertaken for four
days in each study month.

Two types of model results have been obtained: (i)
Hourly concentrations of SPM at all the receptors and
(ii) The 24-hourly concentrations of SPM averaged over
the four seasons. The monitoring study of SPM for four
different days in each study month has been made. The
model's predicted and monitored values were compared
with National Ambient Air Quality Standards to assess
the impact of BTPS on air quality.

Numerical simulations dispersion results for hourly
averaged SPM concentration at the receptors in and
around the power station during the winter season are
represented by Fig. 2(a) and (b), which show that hourly
averaged values of SPM at different receptors have
higher concentrations during day hours than night. It
reflects the fact that the point sources dominate during

the daytime convective conditions. Whereas during
nighttime, the small depth of nocturnal boundary layer
prevents the dispersion of the pollutants, from the elev-
ated point source, to reach to the surface. Convective
turbulence breaks up the surface-based inversion and the
fumigation process leads to an increased contribution
from the point sources.

Fig. 2(a) and (b) show that hourly averaged concen-
trations of SPM due to emissions from BTPS do not
exceed the 24-hour National Ambient Air Quality Stan-
dards most of the time, which is 500 \ag m~3 for indus-
trial area. Also, it is generally recognized that short term
air quality standards are the most difficult for a single
source to meet (EPA, 1986).

The 24-hourly averaged SPM concentrations observed
at different stations for four seasons were found in the
range of 244.83-664.67 \ig m~3 and model predictions
were determined in the range of 83.63-404.57 \ig m~3

as shown in Fig. 3(a)-(f). During the study period, it
was observed that the wind direction was predominately
from NNE to E directions and highest elevation extends
from SSW to W directions. Therefore maximum should
be expected in these areas. Among the receptors, located
outside BTPS, Okhla and Tajpur have maximum con-
centrations due to two reasons (i) they are located down-
wind of BTPS, (ii) they have an additional contribution
of SPM from local sources. Okhla has highest concen-
tration due to contribution of BTPS and the large number
of small-scale industries in its near vicinity. Tajpur has
the second highest concentration due to considerable
contribution from BTPS and its rough dusty roads. Sarita

(a) S1BTPS S2BTPS S3BTPS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(b)

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Hour

SARITA VIHAR OKHLA TAJPUR

600

O

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Hour

Fig. 2. (a) Predicted concentration of SPM within the perimeter of BTPS in winter season; (b) predicted concentration of SPM outside the perimeter
of BTPS in winter season.
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Fig. 3. (a) Observed and predicted 24-hour seasonally averaged concentration of SPM at S1BTPS; (b) observed and predicted 24-hour seasonally
averaged concentration of SPM at S2BTPS; (c) observed and predicted 24-hour seasonally averaged concentration of SPM at S3BTPS; (d) observed
and predicted 24-hour seasonally averaged concentration of SPM at Sarita Vihar; (e) observed and predicted 24-hour seasonally averaged concen-
tration of SPM at Tajpur; (f) observed and predicted 24-hour seasonally averaged concentration of SPM at Okhla.

Vihar, located in the upwind direction of BTPS, has the
lowest concentrations.

The annual daily mean SPM levels, at the receptors
inside BTPS, are found in the range 343.00-600.37 \ig
m 3, and their variation are as follow: S3BTPS >
S1BTPS > S2BTPS. These three receptors are situated
within a radius of 500 m around the BTPS stacks, so
the impact of plumes emanating from BTPS stacks will
be negligible. As S3BTPS is situated near the coal yard
with a high number of fugitive emissions, it may have

maximum concentration among all the three receptors.
The receptor S1BTPS, located near the BTPS gate,
shows the second highest concentration, since it is lying
downwind of BTPS and also has a reasonable contri-
bution of SPM to vehicular traffic. However, at S2BTPS,
the effect of fugitive emissions is negligible and vehicu-
lar emissions are considerable low because it is situated
in the backside of BTPS and also near the water treat-
ment plant. Thus all these factors lead to low concen-
trations of SPM at S2BTPS.
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Fig. 4. Twenty-four hourly averaged concentration of SPM in and around BTPS in winter season.

The seasonal trend of daily mean SPM levels was
almost similar at the six receptors. The highest values
of SPM were found during winter, while relatively low
values were observed during pre-monsoon, post-mon-
soon and monsoon seasons. During the winter season,
stable atmospheric conditions results in the highest SPM
concentrations. The favorable meteorological conditions
in pre-monsoon and post-monsoon seasons result in high
concentrations. During the monsoon season, wash out of
pollutants by rains result in lower SPM concentrations.
This seasonal behavior is also reinforced by the emission
load of BTPS, which is highest in winter and lowest
in monsoon.

The IITPS model results were compared with moni-
tored data, and indicated that the model's predicted
values were less than monitored values at all the recep-
tors. This may be because the SPM monitored values are
due primarily to local sources other than BTPS and also
due to uncertainty of model formulation. The SPM con-
centration at different receptors points, was compared
with CPCBs National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(1994), which were found below the CPCB standard i.e.
500 |ig m~3 at most of the time.

Fig. 4 indicates that observed and predicted concen-
trations follow the same trend at all receptors except at
Okhla. The presence of a large number of small-scale
unauthorized industries may be the cause of high con-
centrations measured at Okhla.

5. Conclusions

from BTPS to ambient air quality of Delhi. On the basis
of results and discussions, the following conclusions
have been drawn:

1. The hourly concentrations of SPM, computed from
IITPS model are low in night hours and considerably
higher in day hours.

2. The 24-hourly averaged concentrations of SPM in
winter season, though has worse meteorological scen-
ario, does not exceed the National Ambient Air Qual-
ity Standards i.e. 500 |ig m~3.

3. The seasonal evaluation of BTPS indicates that SPM
levels are maximum in winter and decreased pro-
gressively towards pre-monsoon, post-monsoon and
monsoon. The most affected areas outside BTPS are
Okhla and Tajpur, which are located downwind of
BTPS for predominant wind direction.

4. Monitored SPM concentrations, at three of the six
monitoring stations exceed the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards of particulate matter, a result which
may be due to the combined impact of concentration
contributions made by BTPS and the other sources
e.g. industries and vehicular traffic, present in the near
vicinity of the BTPS. The present results may be used
in future to assess the additional impact of new sources.

The study may be useful to evaluate the SPM levels
produced by the thermal power plants in urban cities of
the world.

The present work aims to study the impact assessment
of suspended particulate matter emitted from the stacks
of Badarpur thermal power station, the largest power
station in Delhi. There is a substantial concentration of
particulate matter in the Delhi region. Possible sources
are coal users, consisting of three power plants, a number
of industries and railway shunting yards. The present
study determines the concentration contribution of SPM
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